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ABSTRACT

burgeoning research and commercial activity on individual drones,
particularly outdoors, their full technology potential is yet to be
realized.
The vision of this paper is to amplify these capabilities and application opportunities by effectively harnessing networks of drones
operating in concert to overcome failures or resource limitations
of individual drones. The ensemble of drones has vastly superior
navigation, inference, communication and task capabilities than
any single resource limited drone could possess. To enable this
vision, we must investigate scalable coordination mechanisms for
networks of drones, with the ensemble as a whole being more
robust, versatile and powerful than individual drones.
The challenges faced in designing networks of drones are best
explicated by the following scenarios. Structural faults in extremely
large buildings (e.g. fatigue cracks) require frequent visual inspection by engineers, which is time consuming and possibly unreliable.
Static sensors like strain gauges or accelerometers may be difficult
to deploy and maintain in some locations (e.g. calibrate or replace
batteries). Also the strain profile around cracks is complex, which
presents challenges for quantifying the crack tip location. Moreover,
a crack often deviates from projected trajectory making it difficult
to select appropriate sensor locations. It would be extremely cumbersome for a single micro-aerial vehicle to inspect a vast area or
relay or even store all the visual information. Networked UAVs
can inspect complex, difficult to access areas in outdoor/indoor
environments for fatigue cracks.
A second scenario concerns forest fires. For firefighters, as seen
during the 2020 West Coast wildfires, combating forest fires and
determining fire spread is extremely challenging, particularly under
windy conditions. Networked UAVs can map the forest contours
and map areas not safe for humans, or provide data for mobile
augmented reality mapping of the environment. Multi-hop wireless
networks could enable communication and coordination among
autonomous drones, in both planned and unplanned environments
and configurations. However, dynamic channel conditions and
drones’ mobility pose significant challenges to reliable high capacity aerial networking. These challenges are exacerbated by power,
sensing, and computation limitations on each drone, which further
complicate the interactions between high level behavior and lower
level communication characteristics.
In our research project, we are investigating, and call upon the
research community to also develop, test and characterize instruments that provide scalable, application-driven services including
mapping and collaborative visual inference using a diverse collection of communicating mobile autonomous aerial vehicles, even in
challenging environments such as indoors, where GPS is not available. We emphasize that the drones are not merely communicating
and forwarding data but are actively coordinating to accomplish

Networked drones have the potential to transform various applications domains; yet their adoption particularly in indoor and forest
environments has been stymied by the lack of accurate maps and
autonomous navigation abilities in the absence of GPS, the lack of
highly reliable, energy-efficient wireless communications, and the
challenges of visually inferring and understanding an environment
with resource-limited individual drones. We advocate a novel vision for the research community in the development of distributed,
localized algorithms that enable the networked drones to dynamically coordinate to perform adaptive beam forming to achieve high
capacity directional aerial communications, and collaborative machine learning to simultaneously localize, map and visually infer
the challenging environment, even when individual drones are
resource-limited in terms of computation and communication due
to payload restrictions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Location based services; Cross-layer protocols;
• Computing methodologies → Ensemble methods.
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INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), or drones, are envisioned to be
the ultimate disruptive technology for industries spanning infrastructure, agriculture, transport, entertainment, security and mining.
PricewaterhouseCoopers forecasts the annual global market for
drone powered business solutions to be at $127 billion. Despite
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various tasks. These nodes will be autonomous in that their movements will not be human controlled. They coordinate with each
other to morph into a wide variety of network formations and configurations. These capabilities could be enabled by the research and
development of distributed algorithms for robust navigation, collaborative vision, and aerial communications. Note that mobile drones,
for aspects of their development will require communication to a
backend machine learning (ML) supercomputer. We emphasize that
most of these drones possess modest sensing, computational and
communication resources. The collection as a whole is an example
of an adaptive, self-configuring networked UAV instrument.
The networked drone instrument development requires a crossdisciplinary approach using ideas from computer vision, machine
learning, wireless communication and networking, FPGA programming, and circuit design. The key hardware challenges include: (i)
design of a fully programmable multi-antenna platform that can
provide maximal three-dimensional connectivity (i.e., communication to/from the top/bottom/sides with minimal blockages from
the UAV body); (ii) appropriate sensory equipment and PCB to
increase contextual awareness of the UAV (e.g., speed, direction,
elevation); and (iii) design of appropriate circuitry (power, camera
feed) to mount a high performance GPU on the drone. The key
software challenge would be to develop both user and network
drone interfaces to fully customize the operation of each and every
drone.
Development of such instruments will enable applications such
as structural health monitoring while providing several significant
new capabilities not available in any instrument currently available
from a vendor. These include:

such as indoors and dense forest trails prevalent in the Pacific
Northwest.
Besides prior work on GPS-denied drone navigation[10], state-ofthe-art techniques such as [23] rely on weight-contributing sensors
such as LIDAR intended for heavier drones. Vision-based drones
could potentially address perception and control in challenging
environments.1 We propose to use cameras on drones to understand
and navigate the environment, with the local GPU enabling onboard AI. This approach adapts and greatly extends early work on
visual mapping (to enable an individual drone to navigate forest
trails without GPS, TrailNet [41]) to networked coordinating UAVs.
Why the need for a visual mapping approach? A multitude of
sensors (e.g. radio, acoustic, IMU, cameras, laser and LIDAR), can
be potentially deployed on drones to aid navigation. Because drone
cameras are inherently vital for many applications, their dual use
for navigation overcomes the reliance on other weight-contributing
sensors (eg. LIDAR). WiFi mapping based mobile navigation methods[44]
have inherent accuracy limits. Technologies such as WiTrack[1]
that track human subjects using multi-antenna base stations are
promising, but require a network of previously deployed base stations that may not be feasible. Our approach also sidesteps the need
for planning advocated by recent work[17].
A short term research thrust is to develop an individual drone’s
camera-based navigation system using deep neural networks (DNNs)
to enable autonomously navigation in the absence of GPS (indoors,
forest trails). The long term goal is to enable a network of drones
to asynchronously coordinate to navigate their environment.
(1) Individual Drone Navigation. We are exploring solutions for
the problem of individual drone navigation that combine (i)
estimating lateral offset and view orientation with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (ii) object detection with
CNN and (iii) obstacle detection and avoidance with monocular SLAM, rather than stereo-based matching to minimize
system complexity. For any path of interest (e.g. indoor corridors, forest trails), it is important to estimate both the three
orientations (facing left, center, facing right) and the three lateral offsets (shifted left, centered, shifted right) with respect
to the path center to avoid drones crashing into obstacles
due to measurement errors. Because training DNNs requires
a lot of data and computation, advanced infrastructure (e.g.
an NVIDIA DGX Workstation) would comprise a vital part of
such infrastructure. For obstacle detection and avoidance, we
plan to extend the direct sparse odometry (DSO) method[16],
which can compute semi-dense 3D maps of the environment
and is computationally efficient. Investigation of methods to
make DNNs robust to potential fooling attacks as proposed
in [35] would be required.
(2) Evaluation. We plan to test our system by autonomously
navigating in several indoor environments, including (i) a
straight corridor (ii) a corridor with several turns, and (iii) a
staircase. To extend the training network for indoor environments, we plan to use a three-camera rig in which 3 GoPro
cameras (aimed left 30 degrees, straight, and right 30 degrees)
are mounted on a 1 m bar. We have such a rig currently in our
laboratory. Our evaluation criteria are autonomy, measured

• Robust Aerial Navigation Without GPS: Existing UAVs rely on
GPS receivers for positioning. With appropriate hardware
(e.g., sensory PCBs) and software tools for accurate GPS-less
aerial navigation.
• Collaborative Visual Inference: Existing UAVs rely on onboard processing, when available, to identify and categorize
objects. The increased processing power drains the battery
and reduces flight time. Networked drone instruments pool
processing power of multiple drones for collaborative visual
inference with much reduced power and increased flight
time.
• Aerial Wireless Communications: Existing UAVs rely on offthe-shelf wireless cards with omni antennas for communication. These cards implement existing wireless technologies
with no/limited programmability. Fully programmable multiantenna aerial platform that could be used for development
of new directional aerial communication protocols and networks.

2

ROBUST AERIAL NAVIGATION SANS GPS

Aerial navigation is crucial to realize autonomous operation and
applications of drones. In the outdoor arena, drones navigate using
Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. Companies such as
AirMap [3] provide accurate, reliable and trustworthy low-altitude
navigational data and communication tools to the drone industry.
GPS and navigational data are not available in certain environments,

1 https://www.seas.upenn.edu/
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by the percentage of time that the UAV does not need to be
overridden by a human operator to prevent collision with
other objects.
(3) Analysis. The key trade-offs are associated with navigation
autonomy as a function of flying time. For example, the accuracy can be optimized with the addition of a LIDAR laser
range finder2 to improve the distance-to-ground estimation,
but the additional weight might limit the drone’s total flying
time. Our goal should be to identify the optimal sensing capabilities that maximize autonomy without sacrificing flying
time.
(4) Augmenting the Solution with a Federated Coordinate System.
Using iterative multi-lateration algorithms originally developed for wireless sensor networks [8], drones can compute
ranges to their neighbors (from various ranging methods,
including radio as a baseline) and use these relative distances
to form a globally rigid and unique coordinate system. However, current methods used in practice are not guaranteed
to find the correct localization, even when it is uniquely determined by input distances. To address this problem, we
are developing new algorithms that leverage sensor perturbation [50], with a study of techniques for improving the
algorithm’s robustness to measurement noise, and strategies
for reducing the total number of measurements needed by
the algorithm. The key idea in our approach is for our Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithms
to use waypoints (geospatial markers) for objects that were
previously classified by other drones in the network to maintain spatial relationships between drones. Stereo DSO can
be enabled by having drones working in pairs instead of
the monocular SLAM used in individual drone navigation to
make solutions more robust in the absence of photometric
calibration[45]. A fruitful area of study is the impact on navigation autonomy from the federation of data from different
drones.

3

computing based solutions for processing visual information[13, 22]
and task assignment and flocking algorithms [10].
Our plan is to investigate collaborative visual inference to enable
low-latency visual analysis on resource-limited networked drones.
Specifically, while the computer vision capability of each drone is
limited, multiple networked drones can collectively perform highly
accurate visual inference for complicated scenes. In addition, we
will explore federated learning to collaboratively and continuously
improve the computer vision models deployed in drones.3 It enables edge devices, particularly mobile phones, to collaboratively
learn a shared classification model. Each edge device updates its
current machine learning model by learning from data it collects,
and then summarizes the changes as a small focused update. Only
this update to the model is sent to the server in the cloud, where it
is immediately aggregated with other devices’ updates to improve
the shared model [2]. Such a strategy helps protect user privacy
while continuously improving the performance of machine learning
models on resource-limited edge devices. This approach has never
previously been attempted for visual inference on drones.
Three research problems must be solved to enable collaborative
visual inference on drones.
Collaborative visual inference. We plan to explore ensemble
learning to aggregate the outputs from networked drones to enable
highly accurate visual inference. Ensemble learning is a very effective machine learning technique that can aggregate multiple weak
classifiers into a powerful one [36]. Existing ensemble learning
algorithms jointly train all the weak classifiers to optimize the final
performance on a powerful server. This is feasible for networked
drones only before they are deployed. Our idea is to aggregate
the outputs from individual drones that cover an overlapped area
in the scene. As shown in our previous work [32], an intelligent
aggregation mechanism can be developed to effectively ensemble
multiple outputs such that the final result outperforms each individual one. Different from the existing work where individual models
take exactly the same input, the input to each drone is different
from each other. Neighboring drones capture different views of
the same scene. This imposes challenges for ensembling, but also
provides an important advantage in that multiple views of the same
scene can be used for better visual analysis. We plan to build upon
our existing ensembling work to develop dedicated ensembling
algorithms for networked drones.
Continuous model improvement. We will investigate how to
leverage the processors on drones to compute higher quality model
updates for federated learning than a few simple steps in a stochastic gradient descent [11]. We will also study methods to aggregate
model updates in a scalable, efficient and fault-tolerant way. To conserve energy and significantly reduce model upload communication
costs, potentially by a factor of up to 100x, we will develop compressed update protocols by combining existing approaches such
as random rotations and quantization and developing new ones as
well. We will evaluate these protocols using extensive simulations,
with the objective of identifying optimal model compression methods and ratios that minimize bandwidth and energy consumption
without diminishing accuracy. As part of our analysis, we will (i)
evaluate object detection accuracy as a function of model update

COLLABORATIVE VISUAL INFERENCE

A common functionality across applications is for drones to detect
and classify subjects, objects and phenomena of interest. These
problems are not unique to UAVs. Self-driving cars have driven the
development of machine learning algorithms to detect and classify
a variety of objects and subjects, such as pedestrians, road signs
and other cars [42]. However, drones bring in unique challenges
because their payload restrictions severely and simultaneously
limit both on-board compute and communication.
It is both computational challenging and energy infeasible for
an individual drone to perform in-situ comprehensive classification
of complex scenarios. Nor can it offload all raw data to the cloud!
Merely adapting machine learning approaches from other domains
will not suffice and new approaches must be explored. Note that our
proposed work exploits recent advances in machine learning that
are supplanting traditional approaches to computer vision. It is thus
complementary to prior literature on cooperative control of drones,
such as [12, 45], cooperative surveillance and pursuit [27], edge
2 Lidar-Lite

v3 optical distance measurement sensor, http://buy.garmin.com/enUS/US/p/557294

3 http://research.googleblog.com/2017/04/federated-learning-collaborative.html
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4.1

frequency and compression ratios, (ii) measure and characterize the
energy savings enabled by the compressed update protocols, and
finally, (iii) develop adaptive fidelity algorithms that can dynamically configure the compression parameters in response to desired
detection accuracy. The best methods could be implemented in the
collaborative visual inference framework.
Light-weight model development. A compact and fast computer
vision model is not only critical for deployment in drones, but
also important to minimize the communication cost when transmitting the updated model from the server to the drones. The
state-of-the-art computer vision algorithms mostly are built upon
deep neural networks. While deep neural network models are typically deployed in data centers, light-weight neural network architectures are emerging to support real-time computer vision on
resource-limited edge devices, such as ShuffleNet [48] and MobileNet [24]. There are also other technologies to develop lightweight network models, such as pruning [31] and using low-bit
models [14]. However, employing such technologies still requires a
significant amount of trial-and-error efforts from deep learning experts. We plan to explore the emerging neural network architecture
searching algorithms to automatically find a low-bit deep network
for each target application that meets the resource limits from
drones while still achieving high visual inference performance [15].

4

Beam Management

Beam management in multi-antenna systems with switched beamforming is composed of two parts: (i) beam identification: a mechanism to find the appropriate Tx and Rx beam patterns between
the two ends of the communication, and (ii) beam tracking: an
on-going estimation that, starting from the current steering directions, infers how the directions evolve over time. In existing
switched beam wireless communication systems, beam identification is managed through beam search (e.g. exhaustive search) [4–
6, 18, 25, 26, 28–30, 33, 38, 46, 49]. Beam tracking, on the other
hand, is managed through transmission of reference signals and estimation of the direction-of-arrival [9, 19, 20, 37, 47]. Both of these
approaches add significant overhead to the communication and
hence reduce the performance in terms of UAV energy consumption and link throughput. Our goal here is to develop and evaluate
mechanisms for beam management with significantly reduced energy and overhead.
(1) Beam Management. We will develop and study compressive
sensing solutions for the problem of beam management in
aerial networks. Our key idea is to send a small series of
beamformed reference signals in only a few directions such
that sufficient measurements of the channel are taken. This
measurement codebook allows us to sample the channel space
and the feedback from the codebook transmission can be
used to reconstruct the channel for the purpose of beam
management. We will leverage our aerial testbed to study
the performance of our solution in aerial channels and across
different frequency bands that are supported by our softwaredefined radios.
(2) Overhead Analysis. We will study the tradeoffs associated
with compressive sensing channel estimation and beam management. For example, the measurement codebook can be
optimized to increase the beamforming gain (by probing
across more directions, which increases the overhead as
well as the accuracy in identifying the best beams) or coverage (e.g., beam search with wide beams, which reduces the
overhead and accuracy). We will characterize these tradeoffs as a function of number of antennas and will leverage
the platform to evaluate them in real aerial channels. We
will also compare our solution against state-of-the-art beam
management techniques in terms of overhead and energy
consumption.
(3) Augmenting the Solution with Context-Awareness. We will
study how context-awareness (e.g., information about current location, speed, or historical data) can improve the performance of beam management. For example, consider two
drones that are in a Line-of-Sight (LoS) channel state with
respect to each other. In our recent work [7], we showed that
it is possible for drones to infer this information (LoS/nLoS
channel state) from existing sector sweep or beam management data, without adding any additional overhead. Now if
drones are aware of their relative locations, they can simply
pick the beams that point to the LoS direction (i.e., each
other) without the need to perform beam management. We
will update our beam management algorithms from the previous subsections with such context-aware solutions and

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT WITH
DIRECTIONAL AERIAL COMMUNICATION

Distributed implementation of machine learning algorithms across
a group of drones requires high capacity communication links between the drones. A natural solution to increase the capacity is to
employ multiple antennas at each drone. The plurality of antennas
can then be used to create directional beam patterns that increase
the SNR (e.g., with a switched beamforming architecture as depicted
in Fig. 1(a)). We note some recent work and progress on increasing
capacity of micro-aerial vehicles using antenna arrays[21, 34, 39]
and mmWave wireless mesh backhauls (e.g. see SkyHaul[40]).
We emphasize however, that directional aerial communication
reduces the beam width which makes the communication more susceptible to link failures due to mobility. We propose a two-pronged
approach to address the problem of mobility management with
directional links. First, we address the problem of beam management such as beam identification and beam tracking between two
mobile drones, and develop solution with reduced overhead and
energy consumption. Next, we look at the mobility of drones as an
opportunity to enhance the network performance and study how
drones can optimize their relative locations to build a robust and
high capacity network. While here we focus on the interplay between mobility and directional communication, we emphasize that
the design of networked drone instruments will enable research in
many other relevant research areas. For example, it will allow us to
realize different radio architectures (such as switched beam, adaptive beam, and full-duplex) and study their relative performance in
aerial contexts or to design and test optimal computation splitting
algorithms that offload blocks of computation to a ground station
for reduced computation latency and energy consumption.
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Figure 1: (a): In a switched beam architecture a set of pre-determined beams are available, (b): beam identification and beam
tracking between a pair of drones, and (c): mobile drones optimize their relative locations to enhance network-wide performance. Here, Y moves to a location between X and Z and acts as a relay to increase throughput between X and Z (we assume
X and Z cannot change their locations).
will leverage our aerial testbed to evaluate their real-world
performance.

4.2

(3) Evaluation Across Contexts. Our final task would be to evaluate the performance of our networked drone mobility management algorithms across different aerial contexts (e.g.,
when drones are deployed to extend cellular capacity or
a search and rescue mission) and propagation environments
(both indoors and outdoors). We will leverage the proposed
networked UAV infrastructure to experimentally evaluate
the performance of our algorithms in such contexts and
environments.

Leveraging the UAV Mobility for a
Self-Healing Aerial Network

Our objective is to exploit UAV mobility to create a self-healing
aerial network. For example, when UAVs are equipped with directional beams, it may not be possible for each drone to communicate
in the entire 360 degree of Azimuth and 180 degree of elevation
due to per-element directional antenna patterns [43] or due to the
body of the UAV blocking it from transmission in certain directions.
As a result, two UAVs may not be able to communicate with each
other in a certain relative position, but they may be able to restore
the communication if they change their positions. Our overall goal
in this section is to develop algorithms that exploit UAV mobility
to improve the capacity and robustness of communication.
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